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Anomalous Higgs Couplings in the Golden Channel
I Refers to h ! VV 0 ! 4` decay where 4` = 2e2µ, 4e, 4µ and

VV 0 = ZZ , Z�, �� (where Z , � are in general off-shell)

I Can parametrize the hVV 0 couplings with following Lagrangian

2

plings to photons with current experimental technology
and without theoretical assumptions.

Using a maximum likelihood analysis based on an an-
alytic framework developed in [31], we perform a simul-
taneous parameter extraction of the loop induced ZZ,
Z�, and �� e�ective Higgs couplings allowing for gen-
eral CP odd/even mixtures. We perform these fits for
a range of numbers of events assuming a pure SM data
set. We find that for values of couplings close to those
predicted by the SM, the golden channel has excellent
prospects to begin directly probing the Higgs couplings
to photons during LHC running with � 100 � 400fb�1

of luminosity (depending on detector performance and
production uncertainties) with less optimistic prospects
for the Z� and even less so for the loop induced ZZ cou-
plings. Our analysis is done at generator level neglecting
any detector e�ects as well as any backgrounds but as
we discuss further below, this is not expected to a�ect
our results dramatically or change our conclusions qual-
itatively [31, 32].

The results presented here motivate a detailed loop
analysis in order to make more precise quantitative
statements about the ability to extract these parame-
ters. They also suggest exciting potential for the golden
channel to discover new physics which may enter in the
loops that generate these e�ective couplings. We leave
a careful study of these issues to ongoing and future
work [32, 39]. For now we simply demonstrate qualita-
tively that the LHC has excellent prospects to establish
the CP nature of the Higgs couplings to photons, includ-
ing the overall sign, well before the end of high luminosity

LHC running. (� 3 ab�1).
This paper is organized as follows: In Secs. II we dis-

cuss the parameterization of the various tensor couplings
which we will be fitting for as well as other aspects of
searching for anomalous couplings with the golden chan-
nel. In Sec. III we present our results where we estimate
the expected sensitivity of the golden channel to each
of the loop induced e�ective Higgs couplings to ZZ, Z�,
and �� pairs. Finally in Sec. IV we discuss briefly ongoing
and future work before concluding.

II. EXAMINING THE GOLDEN CHANNEL

In this section we examine various aspects of the
golden channel. We begin by parametrizing the Higgs
couplings to ZZ, Z�, and �� pairs. We then discuss some
of the observables which enable us to have sensitivity to
these couplings and the di�erent terms which contribute
to the di�erential cross section. We also examine the
magnitude of the e�ects of loop induced couplings and
discuss the interference e�ects.

A. Higgs Couplings to EW Bosons

We consider the leading contributions to the Higgs cou-
plings to neutral electroweak gauge bosons allowing for
general CP odd/even mixtures as well as for ZZ, Z�
and �� to contribute simultaneously. These couplings are
parametrized by the following Lagrangian,

L � h

4v

�
2AZZ

1 m2
ZZµZµ + AZZ

2 Zµ�Zµ� + AZZ
3 Zµ� �Zµ�

+ 2AZ�
2 Fµ�Zµ� + 2AZ�

3 Fµ� �Zµ� + A��
2 Fµ�Fµ� + A��

3 Fµ� �Fµ�

�
, (1)

where we have taken h real. We consider only up to di-
mension five operators and Zµ is the Z field while Vµ� =
�µV� � ��Vµ is the usual bosonic field strengths. The

dual field strengths are defined as �Vµ� = 1
2�µ���V ��. All

of the couplings are taken to be real1, dimensionless, and
constant. In principal they are form factors whose loop
functions have potentially strong momentum dependence
due to the highly o�-shell nature of the intermediate vec-
tor bosons. This is true even in the SM where at tree level
the only contribution is AZZ

1 , but at one loop momentum
dependent form factors of O(10�2 � 10�3) are generated
for the AZZ,Z�,��

2 operators [40, 41] by loops of SM par-

1 Our framework can easily accommodate complex couplings, but
we expect any phases to be small [35] and their inclusion is not
necessary in order to make our point.

ticles (AZZ,Z�,��
3 are also generated at higher loop order,

but these are totally negligible in comparison).

However, since we only aim to give a qualitative pic-
ture of the sensitivity and not a precise extraction of
these parameters, for the purposes of this study we work
within Higgs e�ective theory and approximate the cou-
plings as constant, as is done in other similar analy-
ses [13, 17, 21, 24, 28, 31, 32, 42]. Once sensitivity of
O(10�2 � 10�3) is achieved a more precise quantifica-
tion will require accounting for the full momentum de-
pendence, but we leave this to future work. Thus for
the remainder of this study we define as the SM point
AZZ

1 = 2 and take all other couplings � 0. The pur-
pose of this study is then to estimate at what point the
golden channel will reach sensitivities of O(10�2 � 10�3)
to the loop induced couplings assuming the ‘true’ value
of these couplings is that predicted by the SM (or close to
it). Achieving this level of sensitivity is exciting not only

(For SM at tree level we have A

ZZ

1 = 2 and all others zero)

I In SM, h ! 4` rate dominated by tree level AZZ

1 operator



Constructing ‘Sensitivity Curves’ with MEM
I Of course in the end we use all (decay) observables available
I Let us examine ‘sensitivity curves’ for the hVV 0 loop induced

couplings as a function of number of events (or luminosity)
I We perform a 6D parameter fit to the 6 loop induced couplings:
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FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 3, but with AZZ
1 = 2 and all

other couplings to � 0.008. These values are useful to estimate
the sensitivities of the various terms at late stages of LHC
running. We see that interference terms with the SM (first
row) dominate over squared terms for all Ai

2,3.

terference terms between the signal operators and AZZ
1

dominate, with integrated magnitudes of � 10�2 � 10�3,
and much smaller magnitudes for terms that involve two
loop operators. These small magnitudes may give the im-
pression that there is no sensitivity in the golden channel
to couplings other than AZZ

1 for parameter points ‘close
to’ the SM. However as the discussion in previous sec-
tions indicates, one has much more information in the
h ! 4` fully di�erential decay width than just the inte-
grated magnitudes.

From our discussions of the integrated magnitudes and
di�erential spectra we naively expect that we should have
the strongest sensitivity to the �� couplings followed by
the Z� couplings and the weakest sensitivity to the loop
induced ZZ couplings. As we will show below, this indeed
turns out to be the case.

III. RESULTS

To obtain our results we use the machinery devel-
oped and described in detail in [31]. We will take the
SM tree level prediction of AZZ

1 = 2 as input and fit
to the remaining six couplings simultaneously. Floating
all parameters simultaneously ensures that we account
for potentially important correlations between the vari-
ous couplings [31]. Note also that by fixing AZZ

1 = 2 we
are implicitly fitting to ratios of couplings and taking the
overall normalization as input since it can be obtained
from measurements of the total rate. This also serves to
minimize the dependence of our results on any produc-
tion e�ects we have neglected.

For all of our results we combine the 2e2µ, 4e, and
4µ channels by computing the fully di�erential decay
width for each final state [24, 31] (including identical fi-
nal state interference for 4e and 4µ) and combining them
into one likelihood. The data sets which we fit to are gen-
erated from these expressions and contain a mixture of
all three final states whose proportions are determined
by the overall normalization of the di�erential widths for
each channel. Though we do not examine this issue here,
we note that the three channels do not possess the same
sensitivity. We leave a detailed examination of this inter-
esting point to an ongoing followup study [43].

A. Fit and Phase Space Definition

We define our six dimensional parameter space as,

~A = (AZZ
2 , AZZ

3 , AZ�
2 , AZ�

3 , A��
2 , A��

3 ). (6)

To estimate the sensitivity we obtain what we call an
‘e�ective’ � or average error defined as [44],

� =

�
�

2
�|Â � ~Ao|�, (7)

where Â is the value of the best fit parameter point ob-
tained by maximization of the likelihood with respect
to ~A. Here ~Ao represents the ‘true’ value with which our
data sets are generated. The average error is then found
by conducting a large number of pseudoexperiments with
a fixed number of events and obtaining a distribution for
Â which will have some spread centered around the av-
erage value. We then translate the width of this distri-
bution into our e�ective � which converges to the usual
interpretation of � when the distribution for Â is per-
fectly gaussian. We repeat this procedure for a range of
fixed number of signal events to obtain � as a function
of number of signal events NS .

We take the Higgs mass to be mh = 125 GeV and limit
our phase space to approximate the cuts used by CMS
as indicated by following cuts and reconstruction:

• pT � > 20, 10, 7, 7 GeV for lepton pT ordering,

• |⌘�| < 2.4 for the lepton rapidity,

• 40 GeV  M1 and 12 GeV  M2.

Here M1 and M2 are the reconstructed masses of the two
lepton pairs. In reconstructing M1 and M2 we always
impose M1 > M2 and take M1 to be the reconstructed
invariant mass for a particle and anti-particle pair which
is closer to the Z mass. Note however that two other
lepton pairings are possible and equally valid, but we
leave an exploration of these alternate reconstructions
to ongoing work [43]. For further details on the fitting
(maximization) procedure and on the statistical analysis
see [31, 32].

(In SM A

i

2 generated at 1-loop and O(10�2 � 10�3) while A

i

3 only appear at 3-loop)

I All couplings floated independently and all correlations included
I We plot the ‘average error’ as function of number of events:
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pression that there is no sensitivity in the golden channel
to couplings other than AZZ

1 for parameter points ‘close
to’ the SM. However as the discussion in previous sec-
tions indicates, one has much more information in the
h ! 4` fully di�erential decay width than just the inte-
grated magnitudes.

From our discussions of the integrated magnitudes and
di�erential spectra we naively expect that we should have
the strongest sensitivity to the �� couplings followed by
the Z� couplings and the weakest sensitivity to the loop
induced ZZ couplings. As we will show below, this indeed
turns out to be the case.

III. RESULTS

To obtain our results we use the framework devel-
oped and described in detail in [37]. We will take the
SM tree level prediction of AZZ

1 = 2 as input and fit
to the remaining six couplings simultaneously. Floating
all parameters simultaneously ensures that we account
for potentially important correlations between the vari-
ous couplings [37]. Note also that by fixing AZZ

1 = 2 we
are implicitly fitting to ratios of couplings and taking the
overall normalization as input since it can be obtained
from measurements of the total rate. This also serves to
minimize the dependence of our results on any produc-
tion e�ects we have neglected.

For all of our results we combine the 2e2µ, 4e, and
4µ channels by computing the fully di�erential decay
width for each final state [36, 37] (including identical fi-
nal state interference for 4e and 4µ) and combining them

into one likelihood. The data sets which we fit to are gen-
erated from these expressions and contain a mixture of
all three final states whose proportions are determined
by the overall normalization of the di�erential widths for
each channel. Though we do not examine this issue here,
we note that the three channels do not possess the same
sensitivity. We leave a detailed examination of this inter-
esting point to an ongoing followup study [47].

A. Fit and Phase Space Definition

We define our six dimensional parameter space as,

~A = (AZZ
2 , AZZ

3 , AZ�
2 , AZ�

3 , A��
2 , A��

3 ). (6)

To estimate the sensitivity we obtain what we call an
‘e�ective’ � or average error defined as [48],

�(A) =

�
�

2
�|Â � ~Ao|�, (7)

where Â is the value of the best fit parameter point ob-
tained by maximization of the likelihood with respect
to ~A. Here ~Ao represents the ‘true’ value with which our
data sets are generated. The average error is then found
by conducting a large number of pseudoexperiments with
a fixed number of events and obtaining a distribution for
Â which will have some spread centered around the av-
erage value. We then translate the width of this distri-
bution into our e�ective � which converges to the usual
interpretation of � when the distribution for Â is per-
fectly gaussian. We repeat this procedure for a range of
fixed number of signal events to obtain � as a function
of number of signal events NS .

We take the Higgs mass to be mh = 125 GeV and limit
our phase space to approximate the cuts used by CMS
as indicated by following cuts and reconstruction:

• pT � > 20, 10, 7, 7 GeV for lepton pT ordering,

• |⌘�| < 2.4 for the lepton rapidity,

• 40 GeV  M1 and 12 GeV  M2.

Here M1 and M2 are the reconstructed masses of the two
lepton pairs. In reconstructing M1 and M2 we always
impose M1 > M2 and take M1 to be the reconstructed
invariant mass for a particle and anti-particle pair which
is closer to the Z mass. Note however that two other
lepton pairings are possible and equally valid, but we
leave an exploration of these alternate reconstructions
to ongoing work [47]. For further details on the fitting
(maximization) procedure and on the statistical analysis
see [37, 38].

B. Sensitivity as Function of Number of Events

Using the definition in Eq.(6) we fit to a ‘true’ param-
eter point,

~Ao = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (8)

(Â is best fit point, ~
A

o

is‘true’ value, and average taken over large set of PE)

I We fit to a ‘true’ point of ~A
o

= (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (tree level SM)
I Apply optimized h ! 4` cuts: p

T ` > 20, 10, 5, 5 GeV for lepton p
T

,
|⌘`| < 2.4, and 4 GeV  M1,2, M1 > M2 (Y. Chen, R. Harnik, RVM: to appear)



Sensitivity Projections With Optimized Cuts
W can now attempt to give an estimate of sensitivity

Fit to ‘true’ point of

~
A = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and assume SM production and BR

(Y. Chen, R. Harnik, RVM: PRELIMINARY)
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Directly Probing Z� and �� CP Properties at 100 TeV
Can we overall sign of hZ� and h�� with 20,000 events?

Fit to ‘true’ point of

~
A = (0, 0, 0.014, 0, �0.008, 0) (SM values for A

Z�
2 , A��

2 )

(Y. Chen, R. Harnik, RVM: PRELIMINARY)
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Probing the Top Yukawa in h ! 4` at 100 TeV
I Can h ! 4` also probe underlying loop processes with 20k events?
I Investigating if we can probe htt̄ and other BSM possibilities

(Y. Chen, D. Stolarski, RVM: work in progress)
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Summary

I h ! 4` an indispensable tool to study Higgs and search for BSM
I Can use h ! 4` to study Higgs couplings to ZZ , Z�, and ��

I It is a direct and unique probe of CP properties of these couplings
I Serves as complementary, but qualitatively different measurement to

h ! Z� and h ! �� on-shell (two body) decays
I Can also use golden channel to search for exotic Higgs decays and

underlying loop effects which generate effective Higgs couplings
I Limited mainly by statistics making 100 TeV collider the ideal tool to

maximize the information in the gg ! h ! 4` process
I Similar statements apply (to a lesser extent) to h ! 2`� channel
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